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1 Introduction

In this paper, we raise this fundamental question: how
can we ensure that cloud services work robustly against
many failure scenarios in real deployments? The Netflix’s
quote above sums up a new method to improve dependability. As many failure scenarios cannot be covered in offline
testing, failures should be deliberately injected online in actual deployments. We name this method “failure drill”. The
principle here is to make failure a first-class citizen: rather
than waiting for unplanned failures to happen, cloud services
should plan and schedule failure drills from time to time
(analogous to a routine exercise of fire drills), thereby unearthing in-production recovery issues early before they lead
to major outages.
Despite these benefits, failure drill unfortunately remains
a “controversial” idea, mainly because no service provider
would like to report to their clients “a failure drill that we
scheduled has caused an outage/data loss/performance disruption.” The risk is too high. For example, 60% of companies that lose customer data or cannot resume operations in
10 days are likely to go out of business [14]. As a result,
this method is only accepted “psychologically”, but not practically. That is, many believe it is important but few really
make it a common practice.
Our vision is to make failure drills prevalent (i.e., a routine
practice in deployments of thousands of cloud systems). To
the best of our knowledge, no existing literature has laid out
efforts and solutions in this space. Until this happens, cloud
providers cannot reap the power of failure drills. To address
this pressing issue, we propose drill-ready cloud computing,
a new reliability paradigm that enables cloud systems to perform failure drills in an easy, safe and efficient manners (analogous to a proper fire drill preparation).
To illustrate this, imagine a usage scenario where an administrator would verify if the system can survive 25% of
machine failures. Given a drill-ready system, the administrator can write a simple drill specification. The system then can
prepare itself for the drill (e.g., spawn into normal and drill
modes) and “virtually” kill the machines in the drill mode
to trigger actual recovery, automatically monitor the recovery process, carefully ensure isolation (to prevent data loss
and performance disruption), and finish the drill if recovery
works fine or cancel the drill and restore the normal state if
a new recovery anomaly is found. All of the hurdles of exercising failure drills are now built into a drill-ready system
and removed from the responsibility of the administrator.

“The best way to avoid failure is to fail constantly.
Learn with real scale, not toy models.”
– Netflix engineers [40]

As cloud computing has matured, more and more local applications are replaced by easy-to-use on-demand services accessible via computer networks (a.k.a. cloud services). Running behind these services are massive hardware
infrastructures and complex management tasks (e.g., recovery, software upgrades) that if not tested thoroughly can exhibit failures that lead to major service disruptions. Some researchers estimate that 568 hours of downtime at 13 wellknown cloud services since 2007 had an economic impact of
more than $70 million [18]. Others predict worse: for every
hour it is not up and running, a cloud service can take a hit between $1 to 5 million [32]. Moreover, an outage of a popular
service can shutdown other dependent services [11, 37, 59],
leading to many more frustrated and furious users.
The situation is not getting better due to the bleak future
of offline testing. The success of online web services has
boosted the “ship early, ship often” trend [46] where features
are deployed quickly with little beta testing. Developers do
not have the luxury of time to test a system against many
failure scenarios. Therefore, in offline testing, the scale of
the workloads, environments, and injected failures are often
orders of magnitude smaller than the scale of real deployments. Nonetheless, service providers often believe that the
recovery will work correctly in many failure scenarios. In reality, past service outages prove that such expectations are
often not met.
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Root Event → “Supposedly Tolerable” Failure → Incorrect Recovery → Major Outage
Network misconfiguration → Huge nodes partitioning → Re-mirroring storm → many clusters collapsed
Upgrade event → Some servers offline → Bad request routing → All routing servers went down
Power failure → 25% machines of a DC offline → Bad failover → All user apps in degraded states
System overload → 30% supernodes failed → Positive feedback loop → Almost all supernodes failed
bug in network control → Some network offline → Timeouts during failover → 33% requests affected for 3 hours
Caching service failures → Failover to backend servers → Request flooding at backend → 7-hour service outage
Network failure → Network partition → Bad migration → 6-hour service disruption
Operator error→ Whole DC reboots → PXE request flooding in whole-DC boot → Boot takes 1-hour or more
Hardware failue → Some servers offline → Buggy failover to back-up systems → 1% of users affected for days

Service Outage
EBS [51]
Gmail [53]
App Eng. [54]
Skype [56]
Google Drive [55]
Outlook [58]
Pertino [41]
Joyent [57]
Yahoo Mail [36]

Table 1: Major outages of popular cloud services than lasted for hours to days.

In subsequent sections, we present an extended motivation
(§2) and our proposed building blocks of drill-ready clouds:
safety, efficiency, usability, and generality (§3). We note that
the purpose of this paper is not to propose a specific solution,
but simply to present a new dependability paradigm for cloud
computing and the challenges that come with it.

Similarly, Facebook uses a 100-machine cluster that mimics the workload of 3000-machine production clusters [20].
Furthermore, only few companies deploy mini clusters for
testing purposes, while most others forego such luxury.

2.3 Service Outages

2 Extended Motivation
• Lessons from outage headlines: Even with offline testing, recovery does not always work as expected and could
lead to service outages. We illustrate this problem by listing
some high-profile outages in Table 1; they exhibit a certain
pattern: some root events led to “supposedly tolerable” failures (in italic); however, the broken recovery (in bold) gave
rise to major outages. For example, A fraction of Gmail’s
servers were taken offline for a routine upgrade (which reportedly “should be fine”), but due to some recent changes on
the re-routing code, several servers refused to serve the extra
load causing a ripple of overloaded servers and resulting in
a global outage [53]. Similarly, Skype faced some overload
that caused 30% of the supernodes to go down. The rest of
the supernodes were not able to handle the extra responsibility, creating a “positive feedback loop” that led to a near
complete outage [56]. More recently, a bug in a network control caused a portion of Google’s network capacity to go offline, triggering re-routing and load recovery to other servers
which then caused unexpected increase in latency that triggered a second bug that caused errors and timeouts on 33%
of the user requests [55]. Microsoft ActiveSync service went
down for 7 hours because of failures on their caching service
which then swamped the slower backend servers with high
request load [58]. Overall, the reality is clear: outages due to
large-scale recovery issues still plague many cloud services
regularly [1, 42], and they are still an unsolved problem.

In this section, we raise a basic question: what is missing
in cloud dependability research? To answer this, we journey through the history of dependability research in the last
decade, as summarized in Figure 1.

2.1 Fault-Tolerant Systems
As failures are commonplace, fault-tolerance becomes a necessity, not an option. Almost all deployed cloud systems are
equipped with complex fault-tolerant protocols that handle a
variety of failures.
Limitations: Complex failure recovery protocols are unfortunately hard to implement correctly, especially in lowlevel system languages like C/C++ and Java. Performance
optimization code also often downgrades the robustness of
theoretically-proven protocols. As a result, recovery code is
susceptible to bugs [16, 21, 23, 31].

2.2 Offline Testing
Undoubtedly, recovery code must be thoroughly tested before deployed, which is the goal of offline testing. Many various forms of offline recovery testing have been proposed,
ranging from fault injections, model checking, stress testing,
static analysis, failure modeling, and running “mini clusters”
to emulate production scenarios.
Limitations: Although offline testing provides a certain
guarantee of recovery correctness, the scale of the injected
failures, workloads, and environments (e.g., #machines) are
often orders of magnitude smaller than the scale of real deployments. For example, with hundreds of millions of users
worldwide, Skype only emulates thousands of users [56].

• Lessons from Cloud Bug Study: Recently, we conduct an
in-depth and large-scale study of cloud development and deployment issues from the bug repositories of six open-source
cloud systems [22]. From this study, we also found numerous
bugs that are hard to find in offline testing. Below are just a
few samples.
2
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Figure 1: Dependability research.
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Figure 3: Normal vs. drill topology.

2.5 Online Testing and Drills

First, at scale, a large number of components can simultaneously fail. For example, a bad recovery in Hadoop took
more than 7 hours to recover 16,000 failed mappers. In
a ZooKeeper case, 1000 clients were simultaneously disconnected, leading to a close-request stampede that bogged
down other important requests. In an HDFS case, jobs writing to 100,000 files got killed causing lease recovery stampede that crippled the cluster.

Due to all the limitations above, there is a revamp of online testing where tests are run directly on production systems. Two factors make this idea attractive: users outnumber
testers and in-production systems enter deep scenarios not
reachable in offline testing. Many instances of online testing
have been proposed [12, 49, 60], but they do not exercise failures. Failure drill is an instance of online testing, and large
web services realize its importance; large service providers
have learned from experience the importance of “failing often” [40].
Limitations: At the current state, failure drill remains controversial due to its risky nature (no guarantee of safety, efficiency, etc.). Let’s consider Netflix’s Chaos Monkey tool [9]
which can automatically kill virtual machines in a probabilistic manner. The catch is that it requires engineers to “be alert
and able to respond” [9]. What if the engineers respond too
late (e.g., some data is already lost) and cannot revert back
to the normal pre-drill state? In a related story, at a major
venue, there was a “load spike drill” where cloud services
were challenged with load spikes and failures [5, 45]. However, not many providers participated because of the fear that
they would fail, and indeed, one company that participated
had to manually abort the drill [20].
In summary, failure drill is only common within a few
large organizations with the engineering resources, operational expertise, and managerial discipline to execute it [20].
In fact, to the best of our knowledge, we know only a handful companies that perform this in practice (e.g., Amazon,
Google, Microsoft, Netflix), and none of them describe their
strategies in detail; we suspect they have many skilled operators on stand by. Our goal is clear: failure drill should be a
common practice, ideally in every cloud service deployment.

Second, there exists cases of positive feedback loop where
recovery inadvertently introduces more load and hence more
failures. For example, in Cassandra, heavy gossip traffic at
scale caused live nodes declared dead incorrectly; adding
more nodes to replace the “dead” nodes caused more gossip traffic. In ZooKeeper, snapshot synchronization on very
large data set triggered a timeout which led to another synchronization; as this continues on infinitely, incomplete snapshots accumulated on disks and the cluster ran out of disk
space.
Finally, we also see problems with simultaneous wholecluster reboot causing high reboot traffic, long global lock
contention, and distributed deadlock. In summary, all the
bugs above were found in deployment. We believe it is hard,
if not impossible, for offline testing to cover such large failures, loads, and data sets.

2.4 Diagnosis
As service outages and disruptions continued to occur, the
last decade witnessed growing research in diagnosis [10, 17,
35, 44, 47], which assists users, developers and administrators to pinpoint and reproduce root causes of outages or disruptions.
Limitations: Although valuable, diagnosis is limited in two
ways. First, diagnosis detects symptoms that lead to disruptions but does not necessary prevent the disruptions. Preventing disruptions is still the responsibility of the fault-tolerant
protocols built in the system. Second, diagnosis is a passive entity. It waits for disruption symptoms to appear after which it can begin diagnosing. In the literature, diagnosis
techniques are mostly evaluated based on issues that already
happened in the past.

2.6 A Missing Piece
In the context of failure drill, unfortunately the journey
through cloud dependability research seems to end at the last
step above. We are not aware of any published work that attempts to address the risks, opportunities, and fundamental
challenges of exercising failure drills. We therefore advocate
the continuation of this journey into a new territory: drillready cloud computing, an era where failure drills become a
3
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• Self Cancellation: As we target distributed systems, there
will be a drill master (the “commando”) that sends drill commands to other nodes (the agents). In this context, safety requires the anticipation of real failures during the drill. For
example, a master or a network failure could partition the
commando from the agents. Such a situation could unsafely
place the agents in “limbo” for an indefinite period of time.
Therefore, self drill cancellation must be installed on every
node. An agent can autonomously revert back to the normal
mode if it cannot reach the commando or if a drill becomes
harmful.

regular, non-risky, non-disruptive, easy-to-do, and automated
operation.

3 Drill-Ready Clouds
To realize this new paradigm, we identify the four fundamental building blocks of drill-ready clouds: safety, efficiency,
usability and generality, as illustrated in Figure 2. We now
describe each of the building blocks along with our proposed
solutions.

• Safe Drill Specifications: For better usability, drills should
be written in some form of declarative specifications (more
in §3.3). A drill specification defines what failures to inject,
how long the drill should take, on what conditions the drill
should be cancelled, and some other drill properties. Before
a drill specification is executed, its safety must be verified, especially because specifications are written by human administrators. Imagine an administrator who forgets to write cancellation conditions; a harmful drill can run in a prolonged
period. Or, consider a specification that virtually kills a node
that stores the last surviving replica of some data (while the
background re-replication is still ongoing); here, the data will
“not exist” in the drill mode. Another motivating story comes
from Facebook where the engineers are highly careful in
turning up the scale of failure drills slowly and steadily (even
in their mini test clusters) [20]. Here, the safety precaution
is only done manually. With a clear specification language,
safety checks can be automated via some formal analysis tool
built on top. A simple example is a check that always requires
a cancellation condition to exist (more in §3.3).

3.1 Safety
Analogous to a proper fire drill preparation, a drill-ready system should guarantee safety. The challenge is how to learn
about failure implications without suffering through them. A
drill would like to check if customer data could be lost without really losing it, or if SLOs could be violated without violating them for a long period of time. Also, if a drill goes bad,
the system must automatically cancel the drill and quickly
restore to the healthy state. This safety challenge gets harder
due to the possibility of real failures occurring during a drill.
Guaranteeing safety is arguably the most fundamental task.
Below we propose our safety solutions.
• Drill State Isolation: To exercise a drill safely, a system
must be drill-aware. This can be accomplished by supporting two modes (normal and drill modes) and isolating the
normal state management from the drill one. Let’s consider
a key-value cluster that contains a simple ring of six nodes
with key space [1-60] as shown in Figure 3a (264 key space in
practice). In this architecture, every node monitors the availability of all nodes (as shown by the edges). If a drill virtually
removes nodes 5 and 6, the system will maintain two topologies: normal and drill topologies. In the drill topology, the
key-range responsibility for each node will be re-balanced as
shown in Figure 3b, and thus key operations (get and put)
will be routed differently in these two modes.
The separation of normal and drill states provides several benefits. First, we can easily select which users/requests
(e.g., “gold” vs. “bronze” users) would be rerouted to the
drill topology. Second, resource accounting between the two
modes can be done easily; the system can ensure resource
requirements (e.g., disk or network bandwidth) of the normal mode is not jeopardized. Finally, upon drill cancellation,
the system can quickly fall back to the normal state. Any requests affected by the drill will be migrated back to the normal state in an efficient way (more in Section 3.2). This technique is different from the expensive use of cloning where
normal state is copied to other “test nodes” [13, 29, 60]. In
our case, there are no test nodes and both modes know the
existence of each other.

• Delete/Overwrite Prevention: To prevent data loss, a drillready system must carefully monitor data deletion, overwrites/merging, and metadata changes (altered metadata can
make data inaccessible, and hence “lost”). Runtime guards
can be added to prevent accidental deletion/merging in drill
mode. Just-in-time metadata versioning can also be added to
prevent accidental changes to data pointers. Here, versioning
is only performed on metadata and is only run during a drill,
which is far more efficient than all-time full data versioning.

• SLA Protection: Imagine a scenario where some user requests (under drill) are served longer than the 95-percentile
latency. To prevent such SLA violation, SLA protection must
be added. If the SLA is not met in drill mode, the requests can
be forwarded to the normal mode, and this event recorded in
error logs. This way the system administrator captures the
impact of the drill without affecting the real users.
4
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3.2 Efficiency

key11→node1 in node 2 such that the value of key 11 can be
fetched correctly when get(11) is requested in the future; in

Exercising drills could lead to extra data migration, which
then consume extra resources such as network bandwidth
and storage space. As we target data-intensive systems,
efficiency-oblivious drills will incur lots of performance
overhead. Moreover, in the world of utility computing, monetary overhead must be accounted (extra compute cycles, I/Os,
and storage space will be charged). We believe there is a large
design space of drill optimization techniques.

other words, cleanup can be piggybacked with real requests.
• Cheap Drill Specifications: To further reduce drill cost,
one can write “smarter and cheaper” drill specifications. For
example, if a recovery (e.g., file re-mirroring) seems to be going well half-way in the process or user service-level agreements are not violated, the drill can stop and report success.
• Monetary Cost Reduction via Simulation: Exercising
drills in the world of utility computing (e.g., Amazon EC2)
will incur monetary overhead. Let’s assume a machine costs
$0.25/hour and storage space $0.03/GB/month [2]. A drill
that shuts down 100 stateless front-end servers for 3 hours
would only cost roughly $75 (as recovery simply spawns
another 100 machines). A drill that kills 100 2-TB storage
servers would re-mirror 200 TB of data which would cost
$6000 if not done carefully (and if daily/weekly rent is not allowed). Thus, whenever appropriate, the system can mix simulation and live experimentation. For example, to cut storage
cost, some file writes could be simulated (e.g., re-mirrored
data caused by a drill does not require on-disk space), and
similarly for network. Accurately simulating the network of
hundreds of machines is a difficult problem. Fortunately, network data transfer is cheap; it is free within a DC and only
costs $0.02/GB across DCs [2]. Storage is expensive, but fortunately easier to simulate due to its localized nature.

• Domain-Specific Workload Sampling: Cloning real
workloads could consume double resources. A viable solution is to sample some requests to participate in a drill, for
example based on some domain-specific workload classification (e.g., sample free customers but not the paying ones).
Sampling reduces drill resource consumption but it does not
reflect real failure scenarios where all requests are affected.
To emulate this, a drill can generate extra artificial workload
using load spike mechanisms (as long as SLA is not broken).
• Low-Overhead Drill Setup and Cleanup: Starting and
finishing a drill incurs setup and cleanup costs. To illustrate
this, let’s quantify the setup cost of the drill in Figure 3b
where two nodes are removed. The drill setup leads to key
migration (e.g., key range [11-15] must be moved from node
2 to node 1). This setup cost however might be unnecessary
as it depends on the objective of the drill. For example, this
particular drill can be used for two different objectives: (1)
to measure the impact of background key migration or (2) to
measure the performance of future requests when the cluster
is downsized by two nodes. In the second case, a full key migration is unnecessary and uneconomical (e.g., imagine key
11 is migrated to node 1 but is never used by future requests
during the drill).
Now let’s consider the cleanup cost. The drill topology in
Figure 3b will vanish as the drill ends, and any update requests affected by the drill topology must now be moved to
its normal location (e.g., update on key 11 that was rerouted
to node 1 during the drill must now move to node 2). Imagine thousands of affected keys that must be migrated back.
Here, the cleanup procedure can suddenly generate a harmful bursty load that could negatively affect normal workload
or could prolong the cancellation phase of a bad drill.
We believe a key to optimization is the knowledge of drill
objectives. For example, for the second objective above, key
migration can be done lazily on demand (e.g., a key is migrated when it is requested in the drill mode). Therefore,
drill objectives must be specified as part of the drill specification. Furthermore, to ensure non-disruptive cleanup, the system can decouple metadata and data migration where metadata (small size) is migrated directly for consistency and
data (large size) is migrated lazily on demand. For example, given an updated key 11, we will put a data pointer

3.3 Usability
To be highly usable, a drill-ready system should allow an administrator to express some form of drill specification. Below
we describe approaches to improve drill usability.
• Declarative Drill Specification Language: An administrator might want to run a drill that starts during a peak load,
virtually disconnects 5% of the machines, stops when SLA is
broken in the last 1 minute or cancels halfway with success if
recovery progresses well after 10 minutes. Furthermore, the
same administrator might desire to run another set of drills
with larger failures (e.g., 10%, 20%) at different load (e.g.,
morning, noon). To simplify usability, these drills should be
written in a form of executable specifications.
Based on our past experience, one ideal solution is to
use a declarative logic language with runtime support. For
example, we have used a Datalog-based framework to express recovery specifications [21]. Others have illustrated
additional benefits of the language framework, such as the
ability to run distributed systems [7], the ease of adding
verification checks [50, 61], and the extensibility of adding
new constructs and runtime supports [34, 62]. In the context
of drills, the specification language should define important
drill-specific constructs such as the condition upon which the
5
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drill should start and stop, the failed resources including the
quantity, and the affected requests, all of which will be executed by the language runtime in a continuous fashion. Unlike a simple start-up script, drill specifications are always
re-evaluated as new feeds come (e.g., new recovery progress
that comes from the live monitoring tool).

in the middle of the process [22]. In many systems, administrators are expected to perform these operations manually
and correctly via command lines [3, 4]. Fortunately, elasticity drills are similar to failure drills; while the former is about
scaling out resources, the latter is about reducing resources.
• Configuration Change Drill: Configuration change is a
major root cause of service disruptions [22, 24, 51, 52]. In
our view, configuration changes are similar to background
operations described above; it modifies system states and
is hard to undo. Therefore, we believe similar mechanisms
can be applied here. Recent work proposes post-mortem
troubleshooting techniques to pinpoint misconfiguration root
causes [43, 8]. On the contrary, config change drills attempt
to prevent real consequences of possible misconfigurations.

• Drill Coverage Metrics and Crowdsourcing: Ideally, an
administrator should run unique drills from time to time in
order to cover different failure scenarios. To improve usability, there is a need to define drill coverage metrics. Unlike
traditional metrics such as code path/branch coverage, new
evaluation metrics are required, metrics such as failure scale
(e.g., kill 1% or 10% of the machines) and request load (e.g.,
during day or night). When a high-profile outage happens,
other service providers typically ask the question “Can my
system survive the same failure scenario?”. We believe drill
coverage metrics will provide a means to measure the fault
tolerance of deployed systems.
To improve usability further, drill crowdsourcing will be
an invaluable and effective approach. If two organizations
run the same system with the same configuration, they do
not need to run the same drill twice, but in fact they can run
different drills and improve coverage. To support this, each
type of system (e.g., Hadoop, HBase, Cassandra) should have
a community database containing coverage metrics such as
system version number, #deployment nodes, rack topology,
specific system configuration (e.g., consistent, vs, random
hashing), failure size, peak load, and the outcomes of the
drill. A third-party service can be used to protect the privacy
of deployment metrics. With this information, an organization can exercise new unique drills (e.g., change failure size
to 20% while retaining the other attributes). We believe drill
crowdsourcing is unique compared to other crowdsourcing
contexts [6, 25, 26].

• Software Upgrade Drill: To prevent a complete outage,
current practice advocates for rolling upgrades where updates
are applied to a subset of nodes at a time [15, 39]. If an upgrade fails, it must be rolled back. However, it is hard to guarantee that a rollback is possible (e.g., an upgrade that leads
to a deadlock). We believe the idea of software upgrade drills
will improve the current practice for upgrades.
• Security Attack Drill: Many recent work have improved
the resiliency of software infrastructure against security attacks [19, 28, 27, 33]. We believe it is interesting to test how
security defenses work under failures in production; this way
we can unearth security vulnerabilities under failures.

4 Conclusion
A decade ago, the concept of failure drill perhaps was considered outrageous. Today, failure is the norm; all pieces of
hardware can fail. It is part of “the cloud’s daily life”. Therefore, failure drill is an accepted concept, but unfortunately
only “psychologically”, not practically. Our hope is to make
it pervasive in practice: every cloud service will routinely exercise failure drills in a safe, efficient, and easy manner. To
reach this, we continue the journey of cloud reliability research towards the paradigm of drill-ready clouds.
We have accomplished some initial work on drill master
and client architecture and drill state isolation. The details
are unfortunately beyond the scope of this vision paper where
our primary goal is to deliver this new concept of drill-ready
clouds and the many system challenges that come with it.

3.4 Generality
Cloud services periodically must run operational tasks such
as software upgrades and configuration changes. These operational codes are rarely run and are “fragile”, and thus could
lead to outages. Therefore, the paradigm of drill-ready computing can be made general beyond failure drills, specifically
by including operational drills such as elasticity, configuration, upgrade, and perhaps security attack drills. Below are
several operational drills that can be built with similar foundations we discussed in previous sections; these drills below
have similarity with failure drills.
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